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April 03, 2021

For Parents / Guardian of the pupils of Class VI
Dear Parents / Guardian,
That special time of the year that we all look forward to has finally arrived. It is the day we welcome
our youngest entrants, Class VI pupils, to the portals of South Point High School. In School there used
to be an air of excitement as the teachers greeted them and they, in turn, would observe their classrooms
with minute attention and meet their Class Teachers and other subject teachers. The first day was spent
in orienting them to the new environment. In the last session this changed and the students entered
virtual classrooms and saw their teachers on the screens of the smartphones and computers. Due to the
prevailing conditions, this academic session will begin in the same manner. A warm welcome is
extended to all the pupils of Class VI who come on board this year. It is a day of great significance
because from now onwards the pupils are treated as responsible young girls and boys who have the
maturity to take their own decisions. It is one more step forward in the journey of self-reliance and selfconfidence. After all a South Pointer is capable of adjusting to everything, everywhere.
Now we come to the structure that will be followed for academic purposes. In Class VI the pupils will
be divided into 08 virtual groups. Each group will have its own schedule. Online classes will be taken
on Zoom. Links and passwords will be shared with the pupils. These will change from time to time, for
security purposes. Each group will have in a week 03 periods each of Mathematics, Social Science and
Science, 02 periods each of English and Vernacular and 01 period each of Computer Studies and Lower
Language. Each period will be of 45 minutes. Classes will be held from Monday to Friday. There will
be 03 periods each day. Classes will be held as per the schedule of each VCG, between 9:00 am and
2:45 pm. The time table will vary from group to group. It is expected that pupils will enter the waiting
room on time and stay on for the full duration of the lesson. All pupils must follow certain rules and
regulations for their own security.
Assignments will be set regularly through MS Teams. These may form part of the internal assessment.
Pupils will be provided a window of some days within which their assignments are to be submitted for
correction through the Assignment section of MS Teams. Teachers will provide a feedback on these.
Gists of lessons taught during a certain period will be posted in MS Teams at intervals. Quizzes will
also be held in English, Vernacular, Science, Social Science, Mathematics, Lower Languages,
Computer Studies and General Knowledge. All stakeholders will be able to assess the learning outcome
and take steps required for the betterment of the pupils. Pupils may send queries to their evaluators
through Chat. Along with these videos for Physical Education and Work Education classes will also be
posted.
Official notices will be sent to guardians through Skolaro. Helpdesk is an easy means to make enquiries
and get official work done from the comfort of home.
Thus, South Point High School will utilize three platforms to communicate with pupils and guardians.
Guardians are welcome to email us as well.
We wish each and every pupil who will join South Point High School the very best and hope that they
will have a fruitful and enriching time in Class VI and beyond. We are waiting eagerly to meet all the
pupils, virtually at present and in our premises as soon as normalcy is restored.
Thank you.
Principal

